
Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 10mins
Set-up: Groups of 7 with 1 ball per group
Instructions: 
• Players make a small circle with  2 players acting 

as ‘Monkeys’ in the middle. Players must remain 
relatively static  whilst playing the ball to each 
other and keeping it away from the ‘Monkeys in 
the Middle’ If a player miss places a pass outside 
the circle or loses the ball to a Monkey, s/he 
switches out with appropriate player and 
becomes a Monkey.

• Progression: If defenders are split they get a 3 
push up punishment

-Emphasis is on first touch, speed of play and 
awareness rather than movement off the ball  
(outside players should stick to their spot in this one)

-Keep Head Up
-Use 1, 2 or 3 touches to keep ball moving quickly
-Communicate 

-
Duration: 20mins
Set-up: 30x30 yard grid with 10 yard N –zone 
either side (30x50). 3 Teams of 4. 1 ball
Instructions: 
• 2 teams compete for possession of the ball in 

the grid. 1 Team has two players on either line 
that denotes the start of the N-zone. These 
players can move side to side but cannot enter 
the grid or the N zone (i.e. they stay on the line)

• To score a point team must make a pass into 
the N-zone for a teammate to run in an receive. 

• Players on N zone line move side to side and try 
to intercept passes.

• Play Offside

Look to penetrate early and often
-Correct weight of pass
-’Splitting’ the end zone players = Double points
-Keep Head up
-Timing Or Run into the N-zone (stay onside!)
-Communicate
Utilize whole Space
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Age Grades 7  and above
Topic: Penetrative Passing
Sub Topic: Vision and Awareness
Coach:
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Age Group:  Grades 7 and 8
Topic: Penetrative Passing
Sub Topic:  Vision and Awareness
Coach:

Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 20mins
Set-up: 30x30 yard grid with cones every 5 yards 
on the sides. 3 teams of 4. 1 ball
Instructions: 
• 2  attacking teams play against 1 defending 

team. (8v4) Attacking teams must make 3 
consecutive passes before making a pass 
through one of the gates for another player to 
run onto, receive and score. The players run 
outside the grid must be through a different 
gate than the pass

After 3 mins switch the defensive team. Have a fun 
forfeit for the defending team that concedes the 
most points

.
Movement and support to keep possession.
Be patient in possession.
Timing of run out of area - offside in effect.
Quality and timing of penetrating pass outside the 
grid.

 Duration: 20mins
Set-up: 30x30yard grid with 5 yard N zone at each 
end (30x40yards)
Instructions: 
• Directional game. 5v5 with 2 Neutrals. 1 team 

attacks one N zone, the other team attacks the 
other. Team in possession tries to penetrate the 
N zone with a pass through one gate as 
receiving player runs through another

*Be sure to finish with a regular game*

Utilize whole area, providing depth and width in 
support.
Timing of run into end zones - offside in effect.
Quality and timing of the penetrating pass.
Straight pass = diagonal run.
Diagonal pass = straight run.
Combinations to penetrate 1-2, overlap, 3rd man run


